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Art. 4(1)x - notification threshold
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 Article Article 4 - Notification thresholds

Key words threshold of EUR 50 million per undertaking, per investment project

Member 
State

BG

Question According to Art. 4, paragraph 1 (x) of the GBER the threshold of 
EUR 50 million per undertaking, per investment project is set for 
investment aid for energy infrastructure.

We would like to kindly ask the Commission for the following 
clarifications:

Is it possible for a single project, carried out by one 
undertaking, two different Member States (which are 
shareholders in the contracting entity) to provide EUR 50 
million each, as a State aid under the GBER in the following 
options:
A) for the same eligible costs
B) for different identifiable eligible costs but within one project?

Is it possible the two Member States to apply different aid 
regimes to this project of common interest, for example, the 
first one to notify and the other/second one to apply the GBER?

In the specific example, the first one of the Member States, upon a 
notification to the EC, will support an undertaking implementing an 
energy infrastructure project with more than EUR 100 million. In 
the same company that implements this project, a Bulgarian state-
owned enterprise has a 20% stake. Considering that the project 
contractor should also provide its own funds for the 
implementation of the project, the Bulgarian state would like to 
support it with about EUR 20 million (in proportion to the share 
held by the Bulgarian state-owned enterprise), and we wish to do 
so under the GBER.
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COMP 
Reply As also mentioned in your question, the relevant notification 

threshold laid down in Article 4(1)(x) is expressed as a maximum 
amount . This means it is not possible per undertaking and per project
for any one undertaking to receive aid exceeding EUR 50 million (i.
e. the notification threshold) for one project, regardless of whether 
it is granted by one or several Member States.

For the scenario also mentioned in your question of cumulation of 
aid following a notification and approval decision on the one hand 
and aid under the GBER on the other hand, Article 8(3)(b) lays 
down that cumulation of aid for the same identifiable eligible costs 
is only possible if it does not result in exceeding the highest aid 
intensity or aid amount applicable to this aid under this Regulation. 
Based on the short description provided in your question, it 
appears that the aid in question would be granted for an 
investment in energy infrastructure. As such, all costs eligible for 
this category of aid constitute the “same identifiable eligible 
costs”. It is not allowed to split up the costs of the project into sub-
categories of identifiable eligible costs, as this would allow a 
circumvention of the notification thresholds and maximum aid 
intensities laid down in the GBER.

Disclaimer: This reply does not represent a formal and definite position of 
the European Commission but is only an informal guidance provided by the 
services of DG Competition to facilitate the application of the GBER. It is 
therefore not binding and cannot create legal certainty or 
legitimate expectations.
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